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Dendritic Integration Review
in Mammalian Neurons,
a Century after Cajal
Rafael Yuste* and David W. Tank² like sound or light, or does it constantly flow in one
direction, like water running in a water-mill?º*Department of Biological Sciences
In 1889, Cajal noticed that in both retina and olfactoryColumbia University
bulb dendrites are always oriented toward the externalNew York, New York 10027
world, while axons are always oriented toward more²Biological Computation Research Department
central neural centers. Based on this observation, heAT&T Bell Laboratories
proposed that dendrites conduct current toward the cellMurray Hill, New Jersey 07974
body (i.e., centripetally), while axons conduct current
away from the cell body and toward other nervous cen-
ters (RamoÂn y Cajal, 1889). Nevertheless, to his dismay,
he realized that centripetal current conduction in den-Introduction
drites could not constitute a general rule of operationThe role of dendrites in neuronal signal processing has
in the nervous system because of two contradictorybeen a topic of research for more than a century. Early
pieces of evidence from his own work: the first one inwork started with Cajal's original postulate that den-
the optic tectum, where neuronal fields were composeddrites constitute the input side of the neuron and culmi-
exclusively of dendrites, and the second in sensory gan-nated in the idea that dendrites are passive cables. Later
glia, where axonal-looking processes were oriented to-studies, however, showed that dendrites could produce
ward the periphery. These contradictions caused himaction potentials.
to abandon his hypothesis (RamoÂ n y Cajal, 1923).Here, we review within a historical perspective recent
However, Cajal reexamined this issue 2 years later inexperimental work on the function of mammalian den-
response to a severe criticism of his centripetal theorydrites that has used novel approaches such as imaging
(Van Gehuchten, 1891). Fortunately for him, his brotherof calcium concentration and dendritic patch recording.
Pedro had just finished, in his doctoral thesis, a moreWe do not intend an exhaustive review of the field of
complete study of the optic tectum, finding that thedendritic physiology nor cover appropriately progress
regions previously considered by Cajal to be composedin invertebrate preparations (Borst and Egelhaaf, 1994),
only of dendrites also had rich axonal terminations (Ra-but instead focus on a few experimental studies from
moÂ n, 1890). Cajal also then realized that the processespyramidal and Purkinje neurons.
in sensory ganglion neurons that appeared to be axonsThese new findings have provided direct evidence for
were, in fact, dendrites (RamoÂn y Cajal, 1923). Therefore,active conductances in dendrites and chemical com-
the two major obstacles to the theory were removedpartmentalization in spines. Although the logic of den-
and he proposed the ªlaw of functional polarization:ºdritic processing is still unclear, new results show that
mammalian dendrites have a rich repertoire of electrical The transmission of the nervous movement al-
and chemical dynamics, suggesting that individual neu- ways occurs from the protoplasmic branches
rons are capable of sophisticated information pro- (dendrites) and cell body towards the axon or
cessing. Combining these novel technologies with stud- functional expansion. Every neuron, then, has a
ies in behaving animals will greatly help in understanding receptive apparatus,which is thesoma and proto-
dendritic integration. plasmic prolongations (dendrites), an emitting ap-
paratus, the axon, and a distributing apparatus,In any case, contemplating the form of the cells
the terminal axonalarbors. (RamoÂ ny Cajal, 1891a)was one of my most beloved pleasures. Because
even from an aesthetic point of view the nervous This law, however, did not explain some instances in
tissue has fascinating beauty. Are there in our which the axon originates directly from the dendrite, so
parks any more elegant and lush trees than the he coined a new, final, law in 1897, the so-called ªaxip-
Purkinje neuron in the cerebellum or the so-called etal polarization law:º
psychical cell, that is, the famous cortical pyrami-
The soma and dendrites have axipetal conduc-dal neuron? (RamoÂ n y Cajal, 1923)
tion, i.e., they transmit thenervous waves towards
the axon. Inversely, the axon has somatofugal or
dendrofugal conduction, propagating the im-Brief History of Dendritic Research
pulses received by the soma or dendrites towardsIn the Beginning, There Was Cajal
the terminal arborizations. (RamoÂ n y Cajal, 1897)Deiters is credited as the first to realize that neurons
had two morphologically different types of neuronal pro- Thus, dendrites constituted the input side of the neuron,
cesses (Deiters, 1865): a long, thin, and unbranched while the axon constituted its output side. It is a tribute
process, named axon after the Greek word for axle (KoÈ l- to Cajal's foresight that his law basically still stands, over
liker, 1889), and the ªprotoplasmic processes,º multiple a hundred years from its first proposal. Nevertheless, it
and branched, and named dendrites after the Greek is now apparent that there are several important excep-
word for tree, dendron (His, 1893). These anatomical tions to his rule, in cases where information is conveyed
descriptions led to the question of the propagation of from the soma or axon back to the dendritic tree and
the nervous impulse. As RamoÂ n y Cajal (1923) put it, where dendrites also serve as the output side of the
neuron (see below).ªDoes the nervous impulse propagate in all directions,
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Passive Dendrites: Motoneurons suggested two mechanisms for enhancing EPSPs:
and Cable Equations boosting of synaptic impulses produced by previous
After this initial progress, dendritic research remained synaptic excitation and summation of synaptic currents
in the background of neurobiological studies until the taking place at dendritic branch points. Thus, the den-
middle of this century, when a golden age for ideas dritic branching pattern and precise location of the in-
of passive dendrites flourished. This renaissance was puts could make neurons particularly tuned to specific
fueled by two technical advances: intracellular recording spatiotemporal patterns of excitation. In spite of this
(Hyde, 1921; Ling and Gerard, 1949) and cable theory boosting, they argued against dendritic action potentials
(Hermann, 1905; Hodgkin and Rushton, 1946; Rall, by pointing out that all-or-none events impoverish den-
1995). dritic physiology by annihilating subtle temporal sum-
Intracellular recordings with glass microelectrodes mations by subthreshold events.
enabled investigators for the first time to look into the Active Dendrites: Prepotentials
internal electrophysiology of the neuron. This approach and Dendritic Spikes
was systematically developed in studies of spinal cord The time of active dendrites had arrived. Influential work
motoneurons (Brock et al., 1952). Two key findings were came from experiments in chromatolyzed motoneurons
the existence of excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic (Eccles et al., 1958), Purkinje neurons (LlinaÂ s and Nichol-
potentials (EPSPs and IPSPs) (Coombs et al., 1955a, son, 1971; LlinaÂ s and Hess, 1976), and pyramidal neu-
1955b) and the generation of the action potential at rons (Spencer and Kandel, 1961; Andersen et al., 1966;
the axon initial segment (IS) (Fuortes et al., 1957). An Wong et al., 1979). These results introduced the idea
integrative model was proposed: dendrites passively of dendritic action potentials into the mainstream of
summated the net current resulting from EPSPs and dendritic research.
IPSPs and electrotonically conveyed it to the IS, where In an intracellular study of hippocampal neurons,
it would trigger an action potential that would then travel Spencer and Kandel (1961) described fast prepotentials
down the axon (Fatt, 1957; Coombs et al., 1957). Al- (FPPs), which were small potential steps immediately
though investigators did not negate that dendrites also preceding full-blown spikes. They concluded that FPPs
had active properties and in fact proposed that the IS were spikes because of their all-or-none character and
spike secondarily triggered a somatic±dendritic (SD) because their repolarization was faster than the mem-
spike (Eccles, 1964), the passive model dominated den- brane time constant. In their discussion, Spencer and
dritic physiology and still today is taught in textbooks. Kandel proposed that FPPs were distant dendritic
The behavior of passive dendritic trees was set on a spikes produced in a ªtrigger zone,º presumably associ-
firm theoretical foundation by the application of cable ated with a bifurcation of the apical dendrite.
theory to dendrites by Rall (1959) (for a compilation of Although influential conceptually, prepotentials were
Rall's work, see Rall, 1995). He derived and, in some not unambiguous experimental evidence for active den-
cases, analytically solved the equations describing the drites (see below). Nevertheless, in a series of seminal
flow of electric currents in model dendritic trees receiv- papers, LlinaÂ s and collaborators ushered in a new era
ing different spatiotemporal patterns of synaptic input. in dendritic physiology by recording intracellularly from
Rall introduced the concept of electrotonic structure of dendrites of Purkinje neurons and demonstrating di-
dendritic trees and defined the basic cable parameters: rectly the existence of dendritic spikes (LlinaÂ s and Nich-
Rm, membrane resistance; Ri, internal resistance; Cm, olson, 1971; LlinaÂ s and Hess, 1976; LlinaÂ s and Sugimori,
membrane capacitance; l, cable length; r, dendritic-to- 1980). Their main findings can be summarized in a pic-
soma conductance ratio. His results characterized the ture of the Purkinje neuron in which dendrites produce
attenuation of inputs produced by dendrites, illustrating
plateau potentials and calcium spikes while the somatic
the asymmetric electrical behavior of the dendritic tree
region produces sodium spikes. Purkinje neurons would
produced by the lower somatic impedance. Rall's ex-
then have two distinct functional areas, the soma and
plorations produced a quantitative picture of dendritic
thedendritic tree, with different activeelectrophysiologi-physiology that would influence experimental and theo-
cal properties that completely dominate the passive ca-retical dendritic research to this date.
ble parameters. In addition, to explain the different am-Decremental Conduction:
plitudes of dendritic spikes, they suggested that multipleDendritic Boosting
spike generation zones (ªhot spotsº) existed in the den-In this golden age of passive dendrites, Lorente de NoÂ
dritic tree, thus conferring functional independence toand Coundouris (1959) proposed that dendrites could
individual dendritic branches. Finally, this work intro-actively amplifysynaptic inputs. In their influential paper,
duced to the field of dendritic research the new technol-they reexamined the theory of decremental conduction
ogy of brain slices, making possible high quality intra-in nerve fibers, which stated that nerve fibers conducted
cellular recordings and thorough pharmacologicalimpulses of various magnitudes and that impulses de-
manipulations (Yamamoto, 1972).crease (or increase) graduallyas they spread throughout
In later work, intradendritic recordings were alsothe axons. They suggested that dendrites also showed
achieved in hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Wong etdecremental conduction and that their nerve impulses
al., 1979). In response to current injection or spontane-differed from those in axons only in their slower speed.
ous synaptic stimulation, a rich dendritic physiology ofMotivated by previous results from chromatolyzed mo-
sodium and calcium spikes was found. These resultstoneurons showing spike-like partial responses (Eccles
were confirmed in surgically isolated dendrites (Ber-et al., 1958) and spread of axonal impulses increased
by excitatory synaptic impulses (Renshaw, 1942), they nardo et al., 1982).
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Novel Imaging and Electrophysiological
Techniques: A New Era
for Dendritic Research
In the last decade, several new techniques have revolu-
tionized dendritic research by offering more direct ways
of probing dendritic function and answering questions
about the spatial distribution of chemical or electrical
activity. The first breakthrough was the synthesis of sen-
sitive optical indicators of calcium concentration (re-
viewed by Tsien, 1989). This technology enabled mea-
surements of the intracellular concentration of free
calcium ion ([Ca21]i) in dendrites and spines. These indi-
cators would not have been so successful without new
imaging technologies. Although some initial efforts were
carried out with photodiode arrays (Ross et al., 1986;
Ross and Werman, 1987), it was the advent of digital
imaging using cooled charge-coupled device cameras
(cCCD) that finally allowed systematic quantitative mea-
surements of [Ca21]i dynamics in neurons (Connor, 1986;
Tank et al., 1988; Jaffe et al., 1992).
Another crucial development has been the combina-
tion in brain slices of patch-clamp recording (Sakmann
and Neher, 1983; Blanton et al., 1989; Edwards et al.,
1989) with infrared video microscopy (Dodt and
ZieglgaÈ nsberger, 1990; Figures 1 and 2). Even though
dendritic recordings (LlinaÂs and Hess, 1976), and even
simultaneous dendritic and somatic recordings (Sugi-
mori and LlinaÂ s, 1984, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Wong
and Steward, 1992), can be carried out with microelec-
trodes, infrared video microscopy makes it possible to
patch and record systematically from identified cells or
parts of a cell in slices (Stuart et al., 1993).
Finally, two new forms of microscopy have enabled
high resolution imaging of dendrites in brain slices. The
first one, confocal microscopy (Minski, 1961; Wilson and
Sheppard, 1984; Fine et al., 1988), uses pinholes to ex-
clude out of focus light, while the second one, two-
photon microscopy (see Figure 4) (Denk et al., 1990),
takes advantage of the restricted spatial profile of two-
photon absorption (Goeppert-Mayer, 1931) to excite
only fluorophores located at the focal point (Denk et al.,
1994).
We will now review the contribution of these new tech-
niques to central questions of dendritic function. Again,
we will focus specifically on experimental research on
Purkinje and pyramidal neurons.
Purkinje Cells Have Active Dendrites
Recent results have demonstrated the existence of ac-
tive conductances in dendrites from Purkinje and pyra-
midal neurons, confirming proposals from pharmaco-
logical (Wu et al., 1986) and immunocytochemical
Figure 1. Infrared Video Microscopy Imaging of a Pyramidal Neuronlocalization studies (Westenbroek et al., 1990, 1992; Hill-
in a Neocortical Slice
man et al., 1991; Angelides, 1994, Soc. Neurosci., ab-
Reprinted with permission from Dodt and ZieglgaÈnsberger (1994).stract).
The photomicrograph shows a layer 5 pyramidal neuron in a 400
In Purkinje neurons, intracellular recordings with mm thick slice of rat visual cortex. The apical dendrite is clearly
sharp microelectrodes showed dendritic calcium spikes visible for approximately 250 mm. A patch pipette is used to record
and somatic sodium spikes (LlinaÂ s and Sugimori, 1980). from the soma in whole-cell configuration. Picture taken with infra-
red gradient contrast imaging.This strongly suggests that calcium channels are pres-
ent in dendrites, while sodium channels may be re-
stricted to the soma. Calcium imaging results have con- these studies, calcium accumulations appeared
firmed that voltage-sensitive calcium channels (VSCCs) throughout the dendrites whenever calcium spikes or
are indeed present in the dendrite, as well as in the plateau potentials took place. The fact that dendritic
calcium accumulations occur immediately after calciumsoma (Ross and Werman, 1987; Tank et al., 1988). In
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recordings of cortical pyramidal neurons have con-
firmed the existence of fast prepotentials in vivo after
synaptic or sensory stimulation (Purpura and Shofer,
1964; Deschenes, 1981; Hirsch et al., 1995). These pre-
potentials are resistant to the sodium channel blocker
QX-314, suggesting that they are calcium action poten-
tials (NuÂ nÄ ez et al., 1993; Hirsch et al., 1995). Although
prepotentials may reflect neuronal coupling (MacVicar
and Dudek, 1981; NuÂ nÄ ez et al., 1990), intradendritic re-
cordings from hippocampal and neocortical neurons
have indeed demonstrated full-blown sodium and cal-
cium spikes both in vitro (Schwartzkroin and Slawsky,
1977; Wong et al., 1979; Amitai et al., 1993; Kim and
Connors, 1993; Stuart and Sakmann, 1994; Spruston et
al., 1995) and in vivo (Houchin, 1973; Pockberger, 1991).
Confirmation of the existence of dendritic calcium
channels by cCCD imaging has come in CA1 neurons
(Regehr et al., 1989; Jaffe et al., 1992) and layer 5 cells
(Yuste et al., 1994). This conclusion rests upon the same
argument as the one developed above for cerebellar
cells, i.e., the absence of delay between calcium accu-Figure 2. Photomicrograph of a Purkinje Neuron in Cerebellar Slice
Filled during Simultaneous Somatic and Dendritic Recording with mulations and electrophysiological responses. Using
Two Patch Pipettes in Whole-Cell Configuration confocal and two-photon imaging, calcium channels
Reprinted with permission from Stuart and HaÈ usser, (1994). Each have even been specifically localized to dendritic shafts
pipette has a different fluorescent dye, Cascade blue in the somatic (Markram and Sakmann, 1994) and spine heads (Yuste
one and Lucifer yellow in the dendritic one, which mix in the dendrite
and Denk, 1995). Therefore, it appears that the entireof the Purkinje cell.
dendritic tree of pyramidal neurons is covered with cal-
cium channels. Because a sodium spike is necessary
spikes are triggered, together with the slow diffusion to open those channels antidromically (Jaffe et al., 1992;
of calcium intracellularly (Hodgkin and Keynes, 1957; Regehr and Tank, 1992; Spruston et al., 1995; Yuste and
Allbritton et al., 1992), indicates that the calcium chan- Denk, 1995), sodium channels must also be distributed
nels responsible for the spikes must be dendritic (Ross throughout the dendritic tree, although it is unclear if
and Werman, 1987; Tank et al., 1988). they are present in spines (Angelides et al., 1995, IBRO,
Are there sodium channels in dendrites of Purkinje abstract). Finally, direct evidence comes from experi-
cells? In the original recordings of LlinaÂ s and Sugimori ments demonstrating sodium and calcium channels in
(1980), small sodium spikelets were present in dendrites, membrane patches from apical dendrites (Huguenard
and outside-out patches from dendrites have directly et al., 1989; Magee and Johnston, 1995a, 1995b). Thus,
revealed dendritic sodium channels, although at much dendrites from the two populations of pyramidal neu-
smaller densities than the soma (Stuart and HaÈ usser, rons examined so far have sodium and calcium chan-
1994). From the persistence of sodium spikes after so- nels. In contrast with Purkinje cells, inpyramidal neurons
matic voltage clamp, it has been further argued that both populations of channels appear to produce regen-
dendritic sodium channels can generate full-blown ac- erative spikes in the dendrites.
tion potentials (Regehr et al., 1992). Nevertheless, com- What Are the Cable Properties
bined intra- and extracellular recordings from the same of Dendrites?
neuron suggest that sodium and calcium spikes are Although Purkinje and pyramidal neurons have active
generated by different compartments of the cell (LlinaÂs dendrites, the passive cable properties of dendrites,
and Sugimori, 1992). Finally, when the intracellular so- determined by the three basic cable parameters (Cm,
dium concentration was imaged during synaptic stimu- Rm, and Ri), are still necessary to understand dendritic
lation, a small sodium influx was detected in dendrites, function, since in the subthreshold regime dendrites
but was attributed to residual sodium influx through could behave passively and since in the suprathreshold
glutamate receptors (Callaway et al., submitted). Taken regime Ri and Cm and the dendritic geometry can affect
together, these results suggest that there are indeed the spatiotemporal properties of the spikes. Unfortu-
dendritic sodium channels in Purkinje cells, but that nately, measurements of Cm and Ri in dendrites are diffi-
their usual mode of operation may not be regenerative, cult and present estimates are based on values that
although a persistent type of dendritic sodium channel best fit numerical simulations of experimental data. Even
may still significantly contribute to synaptic boosting Rm, which can be determined experimentally by fitting
(LlinaÂ s and Sugimori, 1980). curves to the decays of hyperpolarizing current pulses
Pyramidal Neurons Have Active Dendrites (Rall, 1959), is influenced by conductances that are ac-
In hippocampus and neocortex, dendrites from pyrami- tive at rest (Spruston et al., 1994) and may not even be
dal neurons have been shown to have both sodium and constant throughout the cell (Shelton, 1985; Rapp et al.,
calcium channels by electrophysiological and imaging 1994).
experiments. Nevertheless, progress toward the estimation of the
passive properties of the neuron has been made onSince the Spencer and Kandel experiments, somatic
Review
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many fronts. First, whole-cell recordings suggest that neurons the axon is the spike initiation zone and sug-
gested that a major function of dendritic sodium actionthe neuronal time constant may be much larger (and
thus, the Rm much higher) than previously assumed from potentials is to convey information about the state of
the soma to the dendrites. This centrifugal, antidromic,microelectrode recordings (Spruston et al., 1994; Major
et al., 1994). This discrepancy is attributed to the shunt or backpropagating role for the action potential has also
been proposed in olfactory bulb neurons (Rall and Shep-introduced by the somatic leak induced by the micro-
electrode impalement. Second, another significant re- herd, 1968), Purkinje neurons (LlinaÂs and Nicholson,
1971), and CA1 pyramidal neurons (Richardson et al.,sult has been the study of cable models of branched
dendritic trees that cannot be approximated by equiva- 1987) and constitutes a blatant contradiction to Cajal's
axofugal law.lent cylinder models (Stratford et al., 1989; Major et al.,
1993; Major, 1993). This work has confirmed the impor- Similar experiments with dual somatic and dendritic
patch recordings have been carried out in other neurontance of the shunt created by the electrode and has
suggested the impossibility of good voltage-clamp con- types. While results from Purkinje cells indicate a so-
matic initiation zone for sodium action potentials (Stuarttrol of dendrites from the soma. Finally, two new ap-
proaches have been used to estimate the length con- and HaÈ usser, 1994), in CA1 pyramidal cells the spike
initiation was somatic but shifted to proximal dendritesstant of the main dendrites: the measurement of voltage
attenuation between dendritic and somatic electrodes with increased synaptic stimulation (Spruston et al.,
1995). Finally, many neurons in substantia nigra hadfor injected DC pulses of current (Sugimori and LlinaÂ s,
1984, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Stuart and HaÈ usser, dendritic initiation; interestingly, this was shown to be
due to the axon emerging from the dendrite (HaÈ usser1994) and the use of the voltage ratio between somatic
and dendritic calcium plateaus, as recorded at the soma et al., 1995).
Taken together, these studies lend support to the idea(Reuveni et al., 1993; Yuste et al., 1994).
In spite of this, the basic cable properties of dendrites that in pyramidal and Purkinje cells the spike initiation
zone is primarily axonal/somatic. However, several im-are unknown, and it is even possible that they may not
be constant throughout the dendritic tree. Still, the past portant caveats preclude a definite answer. First, like in
CA1 neurons, the location may depend on the intensityfew years have seen an explosion of modeling studies
of neurons, triggered by the availability of computer of the stimulation. Second, these recent studies do not
address the role of calcium spikes in this process, dueprograms that implement cable equations in multicom-
partmental models (reviewed by De Schutter, 1992). Re- perhaps to the young age of the cellsand theexperimen-
tal conditions at which experiments were performed.sults from different modeling approaches based on
careful fitting of experimental data converge on similar Because calcium spikes are prominent in recordings
from mature animals, both in vivo (Pockberger, 1991;values for Cm (0.7±2 mF/cm), Rm (50±200 kVcm2), and Ri
(200±400 Vcm), suggesting that these values may be Hirsch et al., 1995) or in vitro (Amitai et al., 1993; Sak-
mann, 1995, Soc. Neurosci., abstract), their existenceclose to the real ones (e.g., Stratford et al., 1989; Sprus-
ton et al., 1994; Rapp et al., 1994; Major et al., 1994). may change thebalance of excitation between dendrites
and soma. Third, dendrites in vivo may sustain theirWhere Is the Spike Initiation Zone?
In the classical work from the fifties, it was concluded own spike-generating zones, isolated from the soma,
because of the electrical shunt produced in dendrites bythat motoneurons had two thresholds for spike initiation,
a lower one (z10 mV) in the axonal initial segment (IS) their constant bombardment with excitatory or inhibitory
synaptic inputs (Bernarder et al., 1991; see below) andand a higher one (z30 mV) in the soma±dendrites
(Coombs et al., 1957). This conclusion was reexamined because significant changes in the length constant
could be produced by intrinsic electrophysiologicalin CA1 pyramidal neurons in vitro with a combination of
extracellular, intrasomatic, and intradendritic microelec- states of the neuron (see below). In fact, stimulus-
evoked calcium spikes in vivo are more frequent duringtrode recordings. In response to synaptic stimulation at
threshold, the site of spike initiation was located at or epochs of strong synaptic barrages (Hirsch et al., 1995).
Inhibition Can Regulate Dendritic Functionnear the soma (Richardson et al., 1987), butshifted to the
proximal dendrites when synaptic strength is increased Approximately 20% of the synaptic contacts in the brain
are inhibitory (Peters et al., 1991); moreover, electron(Turner et al., 1991). Therefore, the spike initiation zone
for CA1 neurons is dependent on the stimulation par- microscopic studies indicate that the location of inhibi-
tory inputs in dendrites can be very specific (Petersadigm.
Experiments with patch electrodes have recently ad- et al., 1991; Buhl et al., 1994). The influence of those
inhibitory inputs on the physiology of dendrites wasdressed this question in neocortical pyramidal neurons.
Under somatic voltage clamp, Regehr et al. (1993) found demonstrated by the inhibition of dendritic spikes in
Purkinje cell by stimulation of inhibitory interneuronsunclamped sodium spikes triggered by synaptic stimu-
lation and suggested that the spike initiation zone was (LlinaÂ s et al., 1968).
The role of inhibition in controlling dendritic excitationdendritic (Regehr et al., 1993). In contrast, Stuart and
Sakmann (1994) used dual recordings from soma and has been recently explored in pyramidal and Purkinje
neurons with calcium imaging and dendritic recordingsproximal apical dendrites to show that, after synaptic
stimulation, dendritic sodium spikes were always back- (Callaway et al., 1995; Kim et al., 1995). Callaway et al.
(1995) have studied the effect of inhibition on calciumpropagated from the soma (Figure 3). The authors then
patched the axon and showed that, in response to so- accumulations of Purkinje neurons and find that IPSPs
reduce the dendritic depolarizations and calcium accu-matic current injections, the axon always fired ahead of
the soma. They proposed that in neocortical pyramidal mulations produced by climbing fiber activation. This
Neuron
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Figure 3. Somatic Spike Initiation Zone in Pyramidal Neurons
Reprinted with permission from Stuart and Sakmann (1994).
(a) Simultaneous recording from the soma and apical dendrite of the same layer 5 pyramidal neuron. An action potential is evoked in response
to a depolarizing current pulse injected in the soma (top) or the apical dendrite (bottom). In both cases, the soma fires ahead of the dendrite.
(b) In response to synaptic stimulation in layer 1, the action potential occurs first in the soma.
(c) Latency distribution of the action potential in the apical dendrite as a function of the distance from the soma, in response to somatic
current pulses (closed circles) or distal synaptic stimulation (open circles). Note the linear relation between the time of onset of the dendritic
action potential and the distance from the soma, indicating that the action potential originates in the soma and propagates back into the
apical dendrite.
effect is graded and can be restricted to individual den- CA1 neurons (Jaffe et al., 1992), where, in response to
a train of spikes generated at the soma by an intracellulardritic branches. In intradendritic recordings from neo-
cortical pyramidal neurons, Kim et al. (1995) have shown current injection, the authors detected a difference in
calcium and sodium dynamics between proximal andthat IPSPs can reduce, and eventually block, the den-
dritic sodium and calcium spikes generated by current distal dendrites. While calcium and sodium accumulated
in proximal dendrites during the entire spike train, theinjections. They also report that the IPSP timing controls
the timing of dendritic spiking, producing phase-ad- accumulations in distal dendrites were limited to the
first few spikes, indicating that the sodium and calciumvance or phase-delay effects.These two studiesdemon-
strate that inhibition can play a fundamental role in the channels responsible for the distal accumulations had
turned off. Hence, sustained firing of the cell producedcontrol of dendritic spiking. Besides its traditional role
of blocking excitatory inputs, inhibition may also control higher calcium accumulations inproximal dendrites (Re-
gehr et al., 1989). A similar result was found in neocorti-temporal aspects of the dendritic response.
The mechanisms by which inhibitory inputs produce cal intrinsically bursting neurons, where a train of anti-
dromic spikes generated a dissociation in the calciumthese effects are likely to be multiple. The increases in
chloride permeability produced by g-aminobutyric acid dynamics of the proximal versus distal apical dendrite
(Yuste et al., 1994). Again, while calcium accumulated(GABA) could lead to a hyperpolarization of the neuron
or to a shunt of depolarizing current produced by the in the proximal compartment of the cell during the entire
train, the distal apical dendrite only increased its calciumconcomitant decrease in Rin. Also, an inhibition of the
calcium current by GABA independent from changes in at the beginning of the train. It was hypothesized that
calcium-activated hyperpolarizing conductances medi-chloride permeability has been described (Dunlap and
Fischbach, 1978; Sugimori and LlinaÂ s, 1985, Soc. Neu- ated the switching off of the distal dendrite.
More direct evidence for an activity-dependentrosci., abstract) and could be mediated by cisternal or-
ganelles (Benedeczky et al., 1994). switching off of CA1 dendrites was obtained recently
with intradendritic recordings (Spruston et al., 1995; Cal-Dendrites Can Be Turned off by Spikes
One noteworthy recent result has been the discovery laway and Ross, 1995). In both studies, the first spike
of an antidromic spike train propagated throughout thethat dendritic function can be intrinsically modulated by
activity-dependent mechanisms. entire dendritic tree, while subsequent spikes were fil-
tered to different degrees. In most distal dendrites, aThe first evidence came from imaging experiments in
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gradual decrement in the amplitude of the action poten- two-photon microscopy (Denk et al., 1990), which en-
ables imaging of spines in brain slices for extendedtials during the train was observed. This activity-depen-
dent filtering was triggered by action potentials and had periods of time (Figure 4). New results in CA1 and Pur-
kinje neurons show that individual spines are activateda slow time course that produced frequency depen-
dency, i.e., faster firing rates resulted in more attenua- under subthreshold synaptic stimulation, but that once
the cell fires an action potential, every spine in the celltion (Callaway and Ross, 1995). Interestingly, all-or-none
filtering was seen at some branch points, producing becomes activated (Yuste and Denk, 1995; Denk et al.,
1995). These findings therefore showthat spines behavespike invasion failures (Spruston et al., 1995). Finally,
the recovery from this activity-dependent inactivation as chemical compartments that could constitute the
minimal functional compartment of the dendrite.of a dendrite was accelerated by hyperpolarization
(Spruston et al., 1995). What function might spines serve? The restriction of
calcium accumulations during subthreshold synapticThus, although the mechanisms responsible are still
unknown, the intrinsic properties of neurons can turn stimulation to a single spine indicates that spines com-
partmentalize biochemical changes (Gamble and Koch,off certain dendrites in an activity-dependent fashion.
This produces a situation where the specific location of 1987; Wickens, 1988; Koch and Zador, 1993). This com-
partmentalization could segregate plastic changes inthe inputs matters, as opposed to a dendritic tree where,
like a computer network, the physical location of the synaptic transmission (Rall, 1974; Lisman, 1989). In fact,
electrophysiological experiments in vivo have impliedconnection is irrelevant. For instance, synapses located
in distal dendrites may only be sensitive to the first few that individual spines may be specifically potentiated
because granule cell spines contacted by the contralat-spikes from a train of action potentials produced by
the soma, while those located more proximally may be eral perforant pathway, but interspersed among spines
contacted by the ipsilateral pathway, are not potentiatedsensitive to every action potential. This filtering would
make distal synapses sensitive only to changes in the together with the rest of the spines (Levy and Steward,
1979; Levy and Desmond, 1985). In agreement with this,rate of output of the cell, a mechanism that might be
used to implement synaptic algorithms gated by the supralinear calcium accumulations occurred in hippo-
campal spines when synaptic and spike activation oc-derivative of postsynaptic activity, similar to the delta
learning rules explored in artificial neural networks. curred simultaneously, indicating that spines may be
able to function as coincidence detectors (Yuste andWhat Is the Minimal Functional Compartment
of the Dendrite? Denk, 1995). An implication from this argument is that
smooth neurons, with few or no spines, cannot compart-A central question in dendritic integration is whether
the dendritic tree works as one unit, or whether it has mentalize plastic changes in synaptic transmission like
spiny neurons (Wickens, 1988), if plasticity is not pro-different functional compartments. We can define a
functional compartment as the morphological unit of duced by highly localized, submembrane calcium con-
centrations. In preliminary experiments from CA1 stel-the cell that carries out a determined functional role.
Functional compartments do not necessarily have to late cells, changes of synaptic efficacy in one input do
influence a second distant input, suggesting that spinesbe electricalunits, since chemical compartmentalization
may be of fundamental importance to the function of are necessary to compartmentalize plasticity (S. J. Red-
man, personal communication).the neuron. Moreover, certain computations may be im-
plemented chemically, rather than electrically (Sobel Interaction among Dendritic Compartments
Even if spines are the smallest functional compartmentand Tank, 1994).
In 1891, Cajal first described the existence of dendritic of a dendrite, a more pertinent question is what the
typical functional compartments are under the condi-spines (RamoÂ n y Cajal, 1891b) and speculated that their
function was to increase the receptive surface of the tions in which dendrites are integrating inputs. In fact,
there is clear evidence that dendritic compartments ofdendrites and enable intimate contacts between axons
and dendrites (RamoÂ n y Cajal, 1904). The idea that a larger scale than a dendritic spine may be functional
units. Whereas anatomical evidence suggests that sev-spines were sites of synaptic contacts was confirmed
with electron microscopy (DeRobertis and Bennett, eral functional areas exist in dendrites, physiological
data show that different dendritic compartments can1955; Palay, 1956). Hence, anatomically, spines are a
basic subunit of the dendrite. Still, no functional informa- interact to generate intrinsic functional dynamics in the
neuron.tion existed about dendritic spines until the advent of
calcium imaging techniques. Initial experiments in hip- While studying the development of synaptic connec-
tions in cilliary ganglion cells, Purves and Hume foundpocampal pyramidal neurons showed that individual
spines could have different calcium dynamics than their that developing neurons were innervated by a similar
number of axons, but in adult neurons the number ofparent dendrites, behaving as independent calcium
compartments (MuÈ ller and Connor, 1991; Guthrie et al., innervating axons precisely matched the number of pri-
mary dendrites (Purves and Hume, 1981; Hume and1991). In contrast, experiments imaging spines in cul-
tured hippocampal neurons and Purkinje cells in slices Purves, 1981). They concluded that cilliaryganglion cells
had a number of separate spatial dendritic domains,suggested that spines did not become activated inde-
pendently, but rather as part of a branchlet, composed each one receiving input from a single axon. This implied
that dendrites could serve to isolate inputs from oneof a small segment of a dendrite with all its spines (Mur-
phy et al., 1994; Eilers et al., 1995). The branchlet then another and suggested that a single axon would only
innervate one dendrite. Nevertheless, in a follow-upwould constitute the minimal compartment of the den-
drite. Recently, this issue has been reexamined with study with electron microscopy, single dendrites were
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Figure 4. Two-Photon Imaging of Dendritic
Spines in Purkinje Neurons
Reprinted with permission from Denk et al.
(1995). The top panel (a) shows the complete
dendritic tree of a Purkinje neuron in a 400
mm guinea-pig cerebellar slice, filled with the
calcium indicator Calcium Green. In the lower
panels (b±d), progressively higher magnifica-
tion images from the dendritic tree of a differ-
ent neuron are shown. Dendritic spines are
clearly visible. Image taken with a custom-
made laser scanning microscope using two-
photon excitation.
shown to be innervated by multiple axons, although a spike (2), which activates a calcium-dependent potas-
sium current (3) that deinactivates a somatic low thresh-spatial segregation of competing inputs was still present
old calcium spike (4), which finally triggers again a so-(Forehand and Purves, 1984). Altogether, these results
matic sodium spike (1).suggested the existence of different dendritic compart-
A second case in which the interaction between den-ments dominated by different inputs. A similar relation-
dritic and somatic compartments produces intrinsicship between dendritic domains and functional com-
electrophysiological responses is the generation ofpartments was suggested by reconstructions of neurons
spike bursting by CA3 neurons. There is evidence thatfrom the tecta of three-eyed frogs (Katz and Con-
high threshold calcium conductances, present in den-stantine-Paton, 1988). In these animals, the tectum is
drites from CA3 pyramidal neurons, are necessary fordivided into interdigitating stripes, alternatively inner-
burst responses (Wong and Prince, 1978). While singlevated by each eye. In some tectal neurons individual
compartment models of CA3 pyramidal neurons havedendritic branches were confined to the stripe of a single
been unable to reproduce adequately the electrophysi-eye, although the entire dendritic tree occupied more
ology, the nonuniform distribution of calcium and so-than one stripe. This result suggested that dendritic
dium channels into at least two compartments can gen-branches were functional units, because they received
erate burst responses (Traub et al., 1991; Pinsky andonly one type of input.
Rinzel, 1994; Rhodes and Gray, 1994). Consistent with
The first demonstration of a functional interaction by
this, imaging of CA3 neurons during bursts and single
separate compartments in a neuron came from work in
spike firing shows that normalized calcium accumula-
inferior olive cells (LlinaÂs and Yarom, 1981). From the tions are larger in dendrites than in the soma during
mismatch in the sign of the spikes between intra- and bursting (Strowbridge and Tank, 1994, Soc. Neurosci.,
extracellular recordings, the authors deduced that so- abstract). Thus, the sequence of events during a burst
dium and low threshold calcium conductances were would be as follows: somatic sodium spike (1) that trig-
located in the soma, while high threshold calcium con- gers a dendritic calcium spike (2) that depolarizes the
ductances were dendritic. The spatial separation of the soma producing the envelope of the burst and triggering
conductances into somatic and dendritic compartments additional somatic sodium spikes (3). Finally, a recent
generated an intrinsic oscillatory dynamics of these neu- simulation study has extended these ideas by sug-
rons, following this sequence of events: a somatic so- gesting that even the detailed dendritic morphology of
neocortical pyramidal neurons could influence many ofdium spike (1) triggers a dendritic high threshold calcium
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their intrinsic electrophysiological properties (T. J. Sej- junctions in adult neocortex (Parnavelas et al., 1994,
1995, Soc. Neurosci., abstracts) and nonpyramidal neu-nowski, personal communication).
Dendrites Can Serve as the Output Side rons in hippocampus (GulyaÂ s et al., submitted; Acsady
et al., submitted). Finally, dendritic gap junctions amongof the Neuron
Dendrites in many invertebrate nervous systems serve interneurons may be necessary to generate hippocam-
pal oscillations in the presence of synaptic blockersas both input and output side of the neuron (Bullock,
1977; Watson and Burrows, 1988), and this motivated (Michelson and Wong, 1994; Traub, 1996).
the use of the term ªneuriteº instead of dendrite to ex-
press the lack of specialization among the processes. Future Issues: The Time
of Dendritic ComputationSince Cajal, however, dendrites in vertebrate systems
have been considered the input side of the neuron. Nev- In this last section, we review experimental and theoreti-
cal findings that address more speculative issues ofertheless, the existence of dendrodendritic synaptic in-
teraction and dendrodendritic gap junctions are clear dendritic integration. A reviewcovering many theoretical
results has been recently published (Mel, 1994).contradictions of Cajal's law and may constitute general
forms of neuronal communications present throughout Direct Measurements of Cable Parameters
Simultaneous somatic and dendritic recordings can bethe vertebrate central nervous system.
Dendrodendritic synapses have been clearly docu- used to measure the cable attenuation produced in test
voltage pulses (Stuart and HaÈ usser, 1994; Stuart andmented in mammalian olfactory bulb and retina. In the
bulb, the antidromic excitation of mitral cells is followed Sakmann, 1994; Sugimori and LlinaÂ s, 1984, Soc. Neu-
rosci., abstract). This approach could be used to esti-by a long-lasting inhibition (Phillips et al., 1963). In a
computational and electrophysiological study, it was mate Ri for the dendritic segment between the two elec-
trodes and establish the basic cable parameters of theproposed that secondary dendrites of mitral cells ex-
cited granule cells, which would then mediate the inhibi- main dendritic shafts. The difficulty in obtaining whole-
cell recordings from small dendritic branches, however,tion of mitral cells (Rall and Shepherd, 1968). Because
granule cells lack axons, their output had tobe dendritic. makes this strategy less optimal when trying to estimate
the values of cable parameters in secondary and tertiaryFinally, reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses between
mitral and granule cells were found with electron micros- dendrites, which are target regions for the majority of
the inputs (Larkman, 1991).copy (Rall et al., 1966). The circuitry of the retina also
provides, in the amacrine cell, one clear example of a As an alternative approach, voltage-sensitive dyes
(VSDs) have been used to measure voltage transientsneuron in which dendritic spines and axonal terminals
are not morphologically segregated to different pro- in small processes from cultured invertebrate neurons
(Grinvald et al., 1981). In a recent study, cable equationscesses (Dowling, 1968; Dubin, 1970). Finally, a different
form of dendrodendriticsynaptic interactions is the den- were fitted to measured spatiotemporal voltage pat-
terns, and tentative values for Rm (z22 kVcm2) and Ridritic release of neurotransmitters by substantia nigra
neurons (Cheramy et al., 1981; LlinaÂ s and Greenfield, (z250 Vcm) were concluded (Fromherz and MuÈ ller,
1994). These values, incidentally, are not that different1987). This release is calcium sensitive and may require
exocytosis from subcisternal systems. from those found in numerical simulation studies (see
above).An issue that has reemerged in the last decade is
whether mammalian neurons are coupled via dendritic It should be possible to apply optical recording with
VSDs to cultured mammalian neurons, or even to neu-gap junctions, as was first established in olivary neurons
(Sotelo et al., 1974; LlinaÂ s et al., 1974). The existence of rons in a slice, and estimate Ri and Rm more directly.
Efforts in that direction have already started, using tradi-dendrodendritic gap junctions was suggested toexplain
dye coupling in neocortical and hippocampal slices tional dyes (Borst et al., 1995, Soc. Neurosci., abstract)
or injectable VSDs that may obviate poor signal-to-(Gutnick and Prince, 1981; MacVicar and Dudek, 1981).
This coupling is particularly dramatic in developing cor- background ratio when recording optically from den-
drites in a slice (Antic and Zecevic, 1995; Kogan et al.,tex (Connors et al., 1983; Lo Turco and Kriegstein, 1991;
Peinado et al., 1993), where it can lead to coactivation 1996). Also, ratio imaging may enable accurate quantita-
tive measurements of dendritic voltages (Montana et al.,of large groups of neurons (Yuste et al., 1992, 1995).
These functional results indicate that in development 1989; GonzaÂ lez and Tsien, 1995). Optical approaches
seem ideally suited to investigate questions such asdendrites can serve as the output side of the neuron.
In the adult brain, the extent of dendritic gap-junctional whether cable parameters are constant in the dendritic
tree, or what the behavior of branch points is during thecoupling remains a matter of controversy. While inferior
olive neurons (Sotelo et al., 1974), granule cells in the propagation of voltage signals.
What Is the Role of the Activeolfactory bulb (Reyher et al., 1991), and many neuronal
types in the retina (Vaney, 1991) have dendrodendritic Conductances in Dendrites?
Although it is clear that there are active conductancesgap junctions, in adult pyramidal neurons dye neuronal
coupling practically disappears (Connors et al., 1983; throughout the dendritic trees of both pyramidal and
Purkinje cells, the role of these conductances remains aPeinado et al., 1993; cf. Michelson and Wong, 1994).
Evidence for gap junctions in adult cortex and hippo- mystery. Because they are voltage sensitive, they could
amplify synaptic inputs and help relay distal EPSPs tocampus from electron microscopy is scant (Sloper,
1972; Powell, 1981; Kosaka, 1983) and could be due to the soma (Lorente de NoÂ and Coundouris, 1959; Shep-
herd et al., 1985). In fact, many recent studies demon-the difficulty of detecting them. Nevertheless, recent
studies suggest that there are, in fact, dendritic gap strate that synaptic inputs are indeed amplified by the
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dendritic tree. For example, in neocortical neurons, de- Purkinje cells, which might be specialized for different
computations. For instance, timing information (when)polarization of the soma increases the amplitude and
could be provided by climbing fibers and preserved induration of EPSPs (Stafstrom et al., 1985; Thompson et
the complex spike, while other types of informational., 1988; Sutor and Hablitz, 1989; Hirsch and Gilbert,
(what) might be conveyed by parallel fibers and plateau1991; Cauller and Connors, 1994). This subthreshold
potentials (LlinaÂ s and Sugimori, 1992).amplification is gradual and has been attributed to either
Pyramidal neurons also have segregated dendriticsodium, calcium, or NMDA receptor conductances. A
fields for specific inputs. In hippocampus, CA3 pyrami-recent report has suggested that it may preferentially
dal neurons are contacted by mossy fiber terminals se-occur near the soma (Stuart et al., 1995, Soc. Neurosci.,
lectively at the base of apical dendrites (Claiborne etabstract). In addition, EPSPs can become amplified into
al., 1986), while different populations of interneuronsthe suprathreshold regime, evoking dendritic spikes. In
contact specific areas of dendritic trees of pyramidalfact, in Purkinje cells, climbing fiber input triggers den-
neurons (Buhl et al., 1994). In neocortex, feedback axo-dritic spikes (LlinaÂ s and Nicholson, 1971), and a similar
nal projections make specific contacts with the tips ofsituation occurs in neocortex with strong layer 1 inputs
apical dendrites, located in layer 1 (Rockland and Virga,to apical dendrites (Cauller and Connors, 1992). Active
1989), while stellate cells can project specifically to theconductances in dendrites may act regeneratively under
base of the apical dendrite (Kisvarday et al., 1987). Insome conditions and in a subthreshold regime under
fact, the laminar structure of the cortex is a direct reflec-others, thus providing dendrites with two different
tion of specific input/output relations, and particular lay-modes of operation.
ers can be thought of as having a functional identityAnother possible function for active conductances is
(Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Zeki, 1993), which could bethe ªlinearizationº of synaptic inputs, i.e, the progressive
preserved in the dendritic tree. Nevertheless, it is stillchanges in electrical properties induced to avoid satura-
unknown whether neurons can distinguish between in-tion by synchronous inputs (Bernarder et al., 1994). This
puts coming from different layers. Also, the reason be-idea builds uponresearch proposing that activeconduc-
hind the morphological differences between apical andtances control the gain of synaptic inputs (Laurent and
basal dendritic trees is still mysterious. Electrophysio-Burrows, 1989). Finally, as explained above, dendritic
logical and imaging data indicates that distal apical den-voltage-activated conductances may also regulate the
drites are a separate functional compartment from the
intrinsic temporal dynamics of neurons (LlinaÂ s, 1988).
rest of the cell (Yuste et al., 1994), and data from awakeWhat Is the Role of Antidromic Spikes?
behaving monkeys suggests that they could mediate
In many neurons, action potentials originating at the
specific behavioral responses (Cauller and Kulics, 1991).
soma can invade the dendritic tree (see above) and, in Do Dendrites Translate Spatial
CA1 neurons, it even reaches every spine in the cell Patterns of Inputs?
(Yuste and Denk, 1995). What functional significance The use of the spatial properties of the dendritic tree to
could this antidromic or backpropagating spike have? filter directional differences in input was proposed by
The temporal coincidence of synaptic inputs with post- Rall (1964). In his model with a passive dendritic tree,
synaptic spikes (i.e., the output of the neuron) could excitatory inputs located in a line would preferentially
trigger a change in synaptic efficacy, analogous to the excite the soma if they were activated in an ordered
Hebb rule (Hebb, 1949). Thus, the spike might be the sequence, with distal inputs excited ahead of proximal
temporal signal used for coincidence detection by the ones. This resulted from the time delays associated with
spines. This idea has been corroborated in experiments the transmission of EPSPs to the soma and suggested
showing that action potential blockade by local perfu- that dendrites could serve to detect spatiotemporal pat-
sion of TTX blocks long-term potentiation (LTP) (Scharf- terns of inputs. A similar idea, incorporating inhibitory
man and Sarvey, 1985), although LTP persists under inputs, was used to explain direction selectivity by the
sodium (but not calcium) action potential blockade with retina (Koch et al., 1983). In this model, the topographic
intracellular QX-314 (Gustafsson et al., 1987). Further- map of visual inputs into a dendritic tree produced a
more, recent results show that the temporal coincidence direction-selective response if excitatory inputs were
of synaptic inputs and spikes produces cooperative cal- distal to inhibitory ones. Although recent results suggest
cium accumulations in dendritic spines (Yuste and Denk, that the extent of the dendritic tree is the same as the
1995). Studies of LTP in identified connections could extent of the receptive field of rabbit ganglion cells (Yang
help resolve this issue (Markram and Sakmann, 1995, and Masland, 1992), the location of excitatory and inhibi-
IBRO, abstract). tory inputs into ganglion cell dendrites does not seem
Do Different Dendritic Compartment to follow any spatial rule (T. Famiglietti, personal com-
Carry out Different Computations? munication).
Anatomical results suggest the possibility of a relation- Do Dendrites Read Temporal Codes?
ship between dendritic morphology and functional com- A closely related issue is whether dendrites are built to
partments (see above). In agreement with this, Purkinje detect temporal input patterns. This issue is actively
cells have clear functional differences in the action of debated because of the increased awareness that pre-
climbing and parallel fibers (LlinaÂ s and Sugimori, 1992), cise timing may be used by the nervous system to code
inputs that impinge onto different areas of the dendritic information (Abeles et al., 1993; Softky and Koch, 1992;
tree (RamoÂ n y Cajal, 1904), although the exact location Hopfield, 1995). In cerebellum, recent results show that
of the parallel fiber input may not matter (De Schutter submillisecond timing differences from the olive are pre-
and Bower, 1994). Therefore, it is possible to speak of served by the olivocerebellar projection by subtle ad-
justments in the conduction velocity of climbing fibertwo functional compartments in the dendritic tree of
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axons (Sugihara et al., 1993). This striking finding sug- An example of this behavioral approach is the study
of the optomotor response in the fly (Borst and Egelhaaf,gests that precise timing is essential for cerebellar com-
putations. In neocortex, however, it is controversial 1992). Using calciumimaging, the visual field was shown
to map topographically into the dendritic field of thewhether precise timing is utilized (Schadlen and New-
some, 1994). On the one hand, repeated temporal firing neuron. This topographic arrangement of inputs could
enable local amplification among inputs coming frompatterns can be detected in cortical neurons in vivo
(Abeles et al., 1993), and millisecond temporal syn- the same area of the visual space. A different strategy
appears to be employed by dendrites from auditory in-chrony has been proposed to underlie the solution of
the binding problem by primary visual cortex (Gray et terneurons in the female cricket (Sobel and Tank, 1994;
Figure 5). With in vivo intracellular recording and calciumal., 1989). In addition, the firing of neocortical neurons
in vitro appears surprisingly reliable in response to injec- imaging from identified neurons, it was demonstrated
that the dendrite becomes progressively inhibited in re-tions of noisy current waveforms (Mainen and Sejnow-
ski, 1995). On the other hand, the behavior of awake sponse to loud chirps. This inhibition is mediated by
a calcium-activated hyperpolarizing current and couldmonkeys performing perceptual tasks can be predicted
from the average firing rate of MT neurons (Zohary et contribute to the forward masking of auditory stimuli
(Pollack, 1988). An additional example comes from theal., 1994; Schadlen and Newsome, 1994). In addition,
the time constants of many of the biophysical events in recent study of collision-sensitive neurons in the visual
system of the locus (Hatsopoulos et al., 1995). In thisneocortical neurons appear too slow for implementation
of millisecond timing detection, while, for example, neu- system, the dendritic tree of a single neuron is thought
to carry out the multiplication of two independent inputrons from the cochlear nucleus, specialized in temporal
detection, have dendritic morphologies and receptors signals that enable the neuron to calculate the time of
collision of an approaching object. Finally, the role ofthat enable fast transmission (Rubel and Parks, 1988;
Raman and Trussell, 1992). active conductances have been investigated in visual
interneurons in the fly, by comparing the responses ofExperimental evidence of temporal selectivity by den-
dritic trees is scarce. An intriguing study of neurons in a type of neuron with dendritic sodium action potentials
with another type that lacks them (Haag and Borst,the torus semicircularis in the electric fish has recently
shown two populations of neurons with differential fre- 1996). In this study, a correlation was found between
synaptic responses to higher temporal frequencies andquency sensitivity to sensory stimulation (Rose and Call,
1993). The cell type that responds better to lower fre- active dendrites, suggesting that dendritic action poten-
tials might be used for amplification of transient inputs.quencies has dendritic spines, while the type that re-
sponds better to higher frequencies lacks them. The A similar research program studying dendrites from
vertebrate neurons in vivo is feasible. Intracellular re-authors have suggested that spines serve as frequency
filters. cordings from mammalian dendrites can be carried out
in anesthetized animals (LlinaÂs and Nicholson, 1971;Do Dendrites Implement Logical Elements?
Imaginative proposals have suggested that dendrites Houchin, 1973; Pockberger, 1991; B. W. Connors, per-
sonal communication), while intracellular recordingsare small logical elements (Koch et al., 1983; Shepherd
and Brayton, 1987; Rall and Segev, 1987). The basic from awake behaving monkeys have been achieved
(Matsumura et al., 1988; Glenn et al., 1988). In addition,idea is that summation or shunting occurs when excit-
atory and inhibitory inputs interact in a dendritic tree. If two-photon microscopy can be used to image individual
neurons in anesthetized rats (Denk et al., 1994). More-there is a nonlinear threshold mechanism afterward,
such as an action potential, these interactions can be over, the study of nonmammalian vertebrate systems
in which the basic cellular machinery may be highlytranslated into a binary decision. For example, an AND
gate would result if two excitatory inputs are simultane- homologous to that of mammalian neurons, but in which
experimental access to behaving preparations is easier,ously active, an OR gate would result if there is satura-
tion by either one, and an AND/NOT gate would result should speed up these investigations (Connors and
Kriegstein, 1986; Heiligenberg, 1991; Fetcho and O'Mal-if there is a response to an excitatory input, provided
that a shunting inhibitory one is not active. Although ley, 1995). It appears to us that the combination of the
new generation of electrophysiological and imagingintriguing, there is at present no experimental evidence
to support or contradict these ideas. techniques with the biological relevance of studies in
Studying Dendrites during Behavior: behaving animals holds many fruitful experimental ave-
A Lesson from Invertebrate Work nues for those who wonder, like Cajal did a century
Perhaps the major obstacle in the study of the function ago, what are the functions hidden behind the intriguing
of mammalian dendrites is our lack of understanding of morphologies of the dendrites.
the particular computational tasks that these cells are
solving. This problem has been tackled in invertebrate
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Figure 5. In Vivo Calcium Imaging from a Cricket Auditory Interneuron during a Behavioral Response
Courtesy of E. Sobel, Harvard University. Pseudocolor fluorescence images depicting increases in [Ca21]i in an omega neuron from a live
female cricket, in response to a simulated male song. The neurites that receive input from auditory fibers are located in the lower left quadrant
of the cell. The cell was filled with the calcium indicator fura-2 using intracellular iontophoretic injection. Violet/blue corresponds to resting
[Ca21]i, while red corresponds to high [Ca21]i. The four images were taken with a cooled CCD camera over a period of 20 s, and they are
displayed in the following order: top left, bottom left, top right, bottom right. Scale bar is 50 mm.
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